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For the past 30 years, I have been reading articles by the commentarial about the death of time recording 
and that the legal profession is switching to fixed fee or value billing. But the reality, the proof, is that many 
lawyers doing time-based work want to charge their clients accurately, record their time. As lawyers, time is 
the most precious commodity you have, so it is natural that time should be used for billing purposes as it is 
perfectly aligned with the laws of nature. It governs our lives, and it is instantly and universally understood 
without explanation.

As a lawyer, you have a duty to account properly to your client for what you do and how long it took you to 
do. There is an irrefutable logic to this. 

Why does time recording get such a bad press?

Time recording gets quite a lot of what you might call bad press. Even the judiciary has from time to time 
chosen to criticize it. Of course, the criticism is based on a premise. It is not the discipline that is at fault - it is 
the managers of large law firms, who set ridiculous daily billing targets that inevitably lead to abuse and very 
probably dishonesty. A friend of mine is an associate at a top firm, and she is expected to record 7.5 hours 
of billable time per day, every day! This is obviously impossible to achieve in a normal working day and must 
inevitably lead to dishonest conduct. It crushes the spirit of the individual and compromises the quality of 
advice as well as cheating the client.

However, it is not the discipline that is at fault — it is the ludicrous and avaricious billing demands that 
are set in some firms. The truth is that the overwhelming majority of firms that use time recording do so 
honestly and as accurately as possible.

One of the first lessons one learns when you start a practice is the absolute need to make a 
contemporaneous note of every attendance. Only a sensible note made contemporaneously, can pass 
the best evidence test. Anything less and you are putting yourself at risk. However, so many lawyers, 
particularly in small firms dont do this in a disciplined way. So often one finds a combination of jumbled, 
illegible notes on files, letters, and emails. Yellow post-it notes are used to create a secondary record of what 
has occurred in a file. 

This creates a few problems:

 n It is unreliable and vulnerable to challenge

 n Collaborative work on a file becomes chaotic and costly — particularly when the author is out of the office 
or on leave

 n The absence of a simple audit trail of activity makes billing inaccurate, boring, slow and costly



Creating Happier Clients
A very high percentage of client complaints about lawyers, are a perceived failure to communicate.

A regular monthly bill, presented in plain English, fewer entries and a lower amount, means that your client 
will get at least one good piece of communication per month, and you don’t have to do anything special to 
make that happen.

It also minimizes your exposure to bad clients and limits the inevitable double discounting that takes place if 
you leave a bill to the end of a case.

I say double discounting because if billing is left to the end, then the lawyer almost inevitably discounts using 
the awful “but say” discount and then the client takes another discount, particularly if the case had a bad 
outcome.

Avoid it by billing regularly for small amounts. 

Save Millions of Key Strokes Each Year by Setting Things Up Properly
The LEAP Timesheet uses task codes to set the description and rate. This can save a few key strokes but there 
is so much more that can be done.

Multiple codes can each have extensive descriptions each suitable for a different area of law or a commonly 
called client. 

Auto-text allows you to create your own library of commonly used phrases, customized to your areas of law, 
your location or even for a particular client or long running case.

The secret is that with just a little bit of planning you will save millions of key strokes a year and create high-
quality information from the start. Also, if you made a spelling mistake the spell checker will help you.

Eliminating this work gives you more time for real billable work or for recreation and lifestyle choices. What is 
the end result? The overwhelming evidence is that you will make more money.  An American Bar Association 
study found that when lawyers switched to a disciplined online time recording system, their billings increased 
by a staggering 30%! I have seen this so many times over the years. Imagine that you generated 30% more 
fees each month without doing more work. Well you can!

By touching data once and no longer having to remember what you did the day before, your productivity will 
soar.
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